
Why Kong Konnect

The Service Connectivity Platform
Every organization is under pressure to innovate by providing compelling digital experiences. Organizations overcome this 
challenge through applications that are built with modern architectures using microservices and containers, managed 
through Kubernetes. These modern methods deliver the agility needs of the businesses.

Organizations are breaking down legacy monolithic applications into smaller modern services or building new cloud native 
applications using microservices. As a result, the number of APIs are growing exponentially, and connectivity between 
services becomes the critical backbone of your applications.

Kong Konnect helps address these challenges by providing reliable, secure and observable connectivity for all services 
across any infrastructure. The platform provides full lifecycle API management to:

Connect APIs and services 
across hybrid or multi-cloud 
infrastructure

Consistently enforce IT 
governance across your 
API portfolio

End-to-end API Lifecycle Management 
Kong Konnect provides an end-to-end API lifecycle 
management solution for designing, publishing, 
securing, managing, and monitoring APIs.

Architectural freedom 
You can abstract network and security concerns 
from services so that developers can focus on 
building applications instead of integrations. 
Kong connects services across any cloud, any 
platform and any modern protocol such as REST, 
GraphQL, gRPC and Kafka.

Kubernetes native 
The Kong Gateway was designed from the ground 
up to run in Kubernetes. With Kong Konnect, you can 
easily launch and manage your Kong Gateways 
spanning Kubernetes clusters and clouds.

Fast, scalable and secure 
Kong Konnect runtimes are lightweight and ultra-fast 
by design. You can seamlessly scale up and down 
services and secure them with policies that enforce 
IT governance.

Hybrid and multi-cloud
Deploy services closer to the physical business 
locations for performance, cost, privacy and 
regulatory compliance reasons. With Kong Konnect 
you can deploy APIs in a 100% consistent manner 
across any infrastructure and any deployment 
pattern such as hybrid or multi-cloud environments.

Extensible 
Kong Konnect is highly extensible, and you can 
develop your own custom plugins to complement 
the many out-of-box and community policies used to 
enforce common use cases such as rate-limiting, 
authentication and authorization, transformation and 
many more.

Automation
Kong Konnect is built with automation and DevOps 
best practices in mind. By instrumenting your existing 
CI/CD pipelines using Kong decK, developers are able 
to generate declarative configuration and keep 
gateway configurations up-to-date and consistent.

Design, test and document 
APIs and microservices



Kong Konnect is available in three plan tiers: 
Free, Plus and Enterprise. 

Kong Konnect includes a control plane and runtimes. The SaaS-based control plane accelerates deployments and provides 
access to functionality modules:

Kong Konnect runtimes are self-managed and can be deployed to any hybrid or multi-cloud environments: 

Kong Runtime Manager Deploy and manage Kong Gateway across hybrid and multi-cloud, Kubernetes and self-hosted 
infrastructures with simplified and automated day-2 operations.

Build a comprehensive catalog of all your organization’s services to enable service consumability 
for internal developers.

Get a real-time, centralized view of all your services with the ability to export to existing security 
and analytics tools. 

Provide APIs as a product to external teams to consume through a customized portal. 

Kong ServiceHub

Kong Vitals

Kong Developer Portal

Kong Gateway The world’s most popular API gateway, optimized for microservices and distributed architectures.
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Kong provides a next-generation service connectivity platform to intelligently 
broker information across modern architectures. The world’s largest 
companies, financial institutions, and government agencies use Kong to 
orchestrate, secure, manage, and monitor their services infrastructure. 
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Over 400 global brands trust Kong for their end-to-end service connectivity.
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FREE
Essentials to get started 
managing your services.

Essential security capabilities

Community support forums

Get Started

$0

ENTERPRISE
Universal connectivity with 
enterprise-grade security, 
scalability and observability.

Includes everything in Plus

Fully self-managed deployment options

24x7x365 technical support (phone, 

chat, and email)

Enterprise-ready Service Mesh

Contact Sales

Custom

PLUS
Scale connectivity with 
advanced capabilities.

Includes everything in Free

Advanced security, rate-limiting, 

transformations, GraphQL, and more

3rd party IdP integrations with 

OpenID Connect

Prioritized email support

$250 Service/Month

Start Trial (30 Days)

Recommended

https://konghq.com/pricing/

